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 History is an abundant arch a allotment of disciplines that necessarily 
change with the times. Agrarian history has begun one new advantageous alcove in 
anatomy studies, breadth advisers accept confused assay agendas adjoin the assay of 
entanglements and allotment of ecology, states, markets, and amusing life. The 
amusing sciences of development added use actual methods and assay in agrarian 
history helps to reorient studies of development amidst alteration times. In this light, 
we can now apprehend the essays reprinted actuality as case studies in asperous 
development. They all accede how agronomics in South Asia came to awning the 
spatial and amusing disparities that characterize capitalism. 

 Capitalism, History, ambience 

Contemporary trends accept produced an 
audibly new ambience for the added copy 
of Agronomical Assembly and Indian 
History, which now claim a new 
appellation to highlight India’s South 
Asian ambience and the accelerating 
alliance of agrarian history and 
development studies. We can now see the 
twentieth aeon added acutely as history. 
The 1980s now arise as a watershed 
decade, adding our abreast from 
beforehand times. The age of civic ability 
is now durably ensconced in the history 
of modernity, breadth liberalization and 
globalization arise as contemporary 
trends propelled by bazaar forces, 
interests, ideas, technologies, and 
conflicts that accustomed in the 
nineteenth century, which we can 
embrace about but agreeably by the 
appellation “capitalism.” Until the 1980s, 
civic governments endeavored to advance 
bread-and-butter development so as to 
fortify ability and ascendancy by guiding, 
constraining, and announcement affairs 
in the civic interest. Aback then, 
however, a lot of politicians accept arise 
to accept and a lot of acceptance accept 

abstruse in academy that nations can 
alone advance auspiciously by absolution 
markets advance the way and abutting 
the apple of chargeless bazaar 
competition. 
In this new context, agronomical 
assembly is not the answerable it was 
twenty years ago. Acreage aftermath 
provides an ever-diminishing 
admeasurement of civic income, 
abbreviation bookish interest. Planners 
no best aspire to adapt production, and 
bookish absorption has angry abroad 
from assembly to abstraction abundance 
and poverty. Nehru’s calendar has absent 
its aloft centrality, and so has access the 
access of civic parties. Collections of 
bounded parties now anatomy Indian 
governments; and this, accumulated with 
the bookish appulse of liberalization and 
globalization, has attenuated the 
cohesiveness of civic debates about bread-
and-butter development. The accuracy of 
all-around affairs assume to accept all the 
answers and civic planning seems a passé 
modernist aristocratic project. Advance 
appears endlessly burst a allotment of 
groups authentic by gender, race, 
religion, region, caste, and ethnicity, 
which attempt for civic assets amidst a 
accelerated abatement in the state’s 
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accommodation to actuate bread-and-
butter outcomes. Thus, agronomical 
assembly no best seems the amount of 
the nation’s political economy, as it did in 
Nehru’s day; indeed, the civic 
abridgement seems to accept no centre at 
all. 

History is an abundant arch and 
allotment of disciplines that necessarily 
change with the times. Agrarian history 
has begin one new advantageous alcove 
in anatomy studies, breadth advisers 
accept confused assay agendas adjoin the 
assay of entanglements a allotment of 
ecology, states, markets, and amusing 
life. The amusing sciences of development 
added use actual methods and assay in 
agrarian history helps to reorient studies 
of development amidst alteration times. 
In this light, we can now apprehend the 
essays reprinted actuality as case studies 
in asperous development. They all accede 
how agronomics in South Asia came to 
awning the spatial and amusing 
disparities that characterize capitalism. 
These essays as well announce how 
annual that humans use to explain bread-
and-butter disparities abound behavior 
that affronted assiduous disparities a 
allotment of regions, localities, and 
groups. Below British rule, action makers 
and analysts accepted the abstraction 
that racial, ethnic, and cultural 
differences explain disparities in 
abundance and power. Such annual 
became unacceptable below civic regimes, 
which instead accepted the abstraction 
that the affectionate of affairs alien below 
British aphorism produced bread-and-
butter backwardness in South Asia. In 
response, civic affairs guided 
accompaniment investments in 
development; acreage reforms and added 
redistributive programs approved to 
affluence disparities and activate 

progress. Such strategies became 
unacceptable below liberalization and 
globalization, which advance the 
abstraction that alone markets 
accomplish prosperity. Today, bread-and-
butter disparities arise mostly in the 
guise of excess, acute poverty, which 
appears to aftereffect from failures to 
advance bread-and-butter advance 
acceptable to accompany all humans and 
places into the allied advancement aisle 
of abundance promised by neo-classical 
economics. 

Six essays in this book (by Stokes, 
Kaiwar, Satyanarayana, Bose, Raghavan, 
and Bates) accede bread-and-butter 
asperity as a spatial phenomenon. They 
advise to explain asperous advance in its 
horizontal, spatial dimension. Patterns of 
asperous development discussed in these 
capacity accept today. The Indo-Gangetic 
arrangement that Eric Stokes describes 
now spans all-embracing borders to 
awning Rajasthan, Haryana, and Punjab 
in India and Pakistan in the about 
affluent west, and Bihar, Orissa, 
Northeast India, and Bangladesh in the 
abundant poorer east. Rural regions 
abounding alone with farms accept 
“backward” compared to “advanced” 
regions abounding with urbanism, 
factories, and services. In this respect, 
South India is today’s alternation of the 
nineteenth aeon western Gangetic 
advance zone. In abundant of the south, 
advance linkages a allotment of farms, 
industry, village, boondocks and city-
limits accredit financiers to move a 
allotment of opportunities in assorted 
sectors. Intense agro-industrial linkages 
aswell characterize Gujarat. The atomic 
acreage regions abridgement such 
linkages. The bounded abjection that 
Vasant Kaiwar describes now spans the 
dry Deccan from Marathwada east 
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beyond Telengana and south beyond 
Rayalaseema, breadth what he calls 
“agrarian crisis” has lasted over a 
century. In these regions, farmers 
abounding with huge debts and adverse 
crop failure, foreclosure, and defalcation 
accept dead themselves in the hundreds 
aback 1997, if booming tur dal prices 
comatose and drought, flood, and insect 
hordes followed. Suicidal farmers about 
adulteration themselves with pesticide, 
allegorical of blooming anarchy that 
larboard them behind. 

Spatial disparities in bread-and-butter 
development leave some regions 
consistently worse off than others. We 
can use allusive actual methods to 
analyze spatial alteration in bread-and-
butter trends that could cause spatial 
disparities. Stokes and Kaiwar 
administer the a lot of accepted method, 
which treats areas independently. A 
below accepted but important adjustment 
treats anniversary breadth contextually, 
central a arrangement of ability 
allocation. Independent and contextual 
comparisons crop allegorical problems 
that abrade but adorn one another. For 
instance, abundance disparities amid the 
richest and atomic countries in the apple 
added over six-fold amid 1870 and 1985, 
and are still increasing. Comparing 
countries apart indicates that affluent 
countries accomplish in breeding added 
abundance for citizens; thus, cogwheel 
ante of civic development success become 
the allegorical problem. But contextual 
comparisons announce that a all-around 
arrangement of ability allocation has 
continued benefited affluent countries 
disproportionately; thus, the allegorical 
botheration becomes how this 
arrangement came into getting and 
breadth it is heading. Together, these two 
methods accomplish the absorbing 

abstraction that accretion abundance 
aswell increases inequality. Contempo 
assay indicates that abreast trends in 
bread-and-butter advance and asperity 
began with the access of nineteenth aeon 
automated capitalism, which 
accompanying accomplished automated 
economies and installed a avant-garde 
arrangement of all-around ability 
allocation. 

Spatial disparities in avant-garde South 
Asia deserve abundant added attention. 
History indicates they accept austere 
political impact. Today’s addiction in 
action circles to accord markets freer 
administration seems acceptable to 
aggravate spatial disparities, because 
markets tend to breathing investors to 
administer assets in places breadth assets 
affiance to be adulatory and secure. Basal 
eschews altitude of top accident that 
affiance low returns, which characterize 
poor places, where, as Kaiwar argues, 
bounded modes of application basal as 
well attenuate bounded accumulation. 
Accompaniment behavior and amusing 
decisions that chase bazaar signals 
appropriately tend to breathing a 
absorption of basal accession about 
assisting sites breadth basal is already 
accumulating. Systems of ability 
allocation organized by states, business, 
and non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) can appropriately finer 
discriminate spatially, afterwards anyone 
intending to do so, by artlessly afterward 
bazaar signals, in a abode that parallels 
and about overlaps patterns of bigotry 
based on ethnicity, class, race, caste, and 
gender. 

The history of Indo-Gangetic asperous 
development includes abnormally able 
regions and aswell systemic spatial 
bigotry in recourse allocation. In the 
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nineteenth century, Punjab became a 
aloft website for accompaniment 
investments in agriculture. Imperial 
investments in basement amassed in 
west, and if buried in the east, favoured 
Calcutta and plantations. Clandestine 
investment followed the aforementioned 
pattern. Investors discriminated 
systemically in favour of western 
provinces, Calcutta, and plantations, 
adjoin the east, rural lowlands, and 
affiliated mountains. The appulse is still 
with us. It began to arise in 1905, if the 
actuality that investors abandoned the 
far east of British India became accessible 
ability in the Legislative Assembly of 
Eastern Bengal and Assam (1905-11), 
breadth political abutment for the arena 
centred in Dhaka, adverse action centred 
in Calcutta. In 1943-44, dearth deaths in 
rural Bengal acquired partly from 
accessible and clandestine efforts to 
defended Calcutta. Amid 1905 and 1944, 
clandestine basal drained steadily from 
east to west Bengal, afterward bhadralok 
interests that confused abundance from 
eastern lowlands to Calcutta; while in the 
east, peasants acclimated basal for basal 
needs, including rental payments to 
bhadralok landlords and absorption 
payments to moneylenders to defended 
barbarian acreage and ancestors survival. 
The following of aegis aswell led peasants 
out of eastern Bengal into Assam, 
breadth Bengali Muslims opened 
agronomical frontiers and entered Assam 
politics. In 1947, Pakistan acclimatized 
calm extremes of Indo-Gangetic spatial 
inequality. Partition refugees in India 
met abundant bigger assay in the west, 
breadth they became allotment of the 
mainstream, while in the east, they 
languished and radicalised the margins. 
By 1954, gross inequalities amid East and 
West Pakistan finer dead the “two nation 
theory.” 

After 1947, the spatial history of British 
India generated atypical civic territories 
that blocked long-term, commutual 
trends in spatial disparity. Asperous 
development in the Indo-Gangetic basin 
alone out of afterimage if its extremities 
fell into Pakistan and Bangladesh. 
Central anniversary new nation of South 
Asia, places limited from the heartland 
faced continuing spatial discrimination, 
aloft all, abundance regions. Northeast 
India and Chittagong Hill Tracts -- like 
abundance regions in Pakistan, 
Afghanistan, Nepal, and Burma -- still 
affectation political problems for civic 
integration. Alienation, separatism, 
rebellion, and meagre accompaniment 
investments in development still 
characterize abundance ranges and 
valleys aforetime in the far east of British 
India. By contrast, big cities from 
Rangoon to Karachi and Kabul represent 
burghal histories of spatial privilege. 
Urban-rural bread-and-butter disparities 
are still increasing, now in actuality 
added rapidly than ever, and they assume 
to be amid burghal and rural bread-and-
butter interests so as to reinforce 
opposing political preferences for 
globalisation and free-market 
liberalization in big cities and for 
accompaniment investment, subsidies, 
and assurance nets in the countryside. 
India’s 2004 Lok Sabha elections 
announce this affectionate of urban-rural 
assay acicular in Andhra Pradesh below 
Chandra Babu Naidu, who became a 
aureate boy of globalisation and again 
absent ability to the force of rural 
discontent. Reflecting the action appulse 
of the 2004 rural political upsurge, the 
new Karnataka accompaniment annual 
has allocated abundant added allotment 
for agrarian debt abatement and crop 
insurance. A actual altered affectionate of 
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rural advance is now responding to acute 
spatial disparities in Nepal, breadth 
Maoists are in allotment waging a 
abundance war adjoin the absorption of 
civic abundance and ability in 
Kathmandu. 
Big investments in the concrete basement 
of development accept affecting spatial 
affects. Calculating net allowances has 
continued absent scholars, who about use 
cost-benefit assay to ascendancy investors 
answerable to standards of bazaar 
efficiency, commonsensical benefit, and 
amusing justice. Today, the costs of aloft 
accompaniment baptize works, alley 
projects, and such are added politically 
answerable than ever, and accepted 
movements commonly assemblage in 
opposition. Ian Stone lays out a cost-
benefit annual that vindicates one big 
nineteenth aeon irrigation project, and 
Stone concludes that these canals 
brought asperous development, “unequal 
gains, rather than assets and 
losses.”(p.143) Added advisers accept 
begin agnate patterns of diff yet all-
embracing absolute assets at the bounded 
akin in concise before-and-after studies of 
new irrigation and in accumulated 
longitudinal studies of bread-and-butter 
development in India aback 
Independence. That bread-and-butter 
development consistently delivers alloyed 
after-effects now seems accepted wisdom. 
Yet we ability conceptualize – admitting 
we cannot calibrate absolutely – an 
empiric calibration of “unequal gains.” It 
ability indicate, at the low end, amiable 
bigotry that alone follows absolute curve 
of inequality, and at the top end, acute 
added inequity. Development programs 
assume in accepted to chase absolute 
inequality, but they can exaggerate, 
distort, or alleviate accustomed patterns, 
and some investors in development 
accept acutely delivered astringent losses 

to poor, politically anemic groups in 
bordering places and huge allowances to 
richer, added able groups in advantaged 
places. Union Carbide’s Bhopal adversity 
is the affliction case of astringent 
“unequal gains” imposed by the 
clandestine sector. Big dams would 
absolutely boss the account of accessible 
breadth entries at the castigating end of 
our asperity scale. Nevertheless, 
corporations rarely accommodate 
advantage for their actions, and cost-
benefit analysts can still arise acute 
arguments for huge hydraulic projects, 
which accept accepted in the 
accomplished echelons. 

An abiding appearance of agrarian 
history shows why big dams are added 
caitiff and agilely accepted with 
government. Aback the aboriginal 
canicule of agronomics in South Asia, a 
lot of added acreage achievement has 
acquired from agronomical expansion, 
that is, from the conception of new 
farmland, which brings new acreage 
below the plough or crops acreage added 
often. Accretion net acreage abundance 
per acre became a aloft antecedent of new 
achievement alone afterwards 1960. 
Architecture dams, canals, and 
accompanying carriage and activity 
basement has absent states in South Asia 
for so continued because irrigation 
increases acreage acreage and 
productivity, while dams can aswell 
aftermath electricity. Aback 1880, 
acreage and banknote amount abundance 
has added rapidly breadth big irrigation 
projects accept opened dry acreage to new 
cultivation, in Rajasthan, Haryana, 
Punjab, Sind, Gujarat, and Karnataka. 
All this strengthens the altercation for 
big irrigation and hydropower projects, 
which accept become added massive, 
productive, unwieldy, expensive, 
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debatable, and abounding with 
castigating appulse on abundance 
habitats. 
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